
DK Identity
Protect your access

DK Identity is an iOS and Android application, which allows 
user authentication via QR-Code without typing any kind of 
credentials.
After a signup process into DK Identity, the user can manage its 
own credentials. The user’s credentials are stored and encrypted 
within the application itself and they can be added or manipulated 
by the user.

DK Identity sends and receives data from an authentication 
server which in turn will activate a process that can be used to 
authenticate the user, within “web based” pages and applications, 
or even more simply, within the operating system Windows.  In the 
case of using the Windows login, the application communicates 
with a customized credential system, which displays a QR-Code 
on the screen. It will therefore be sufficient to show the QR-Code 
to the DK identity mobile application, to perform the automatic 
login and access the operating system. For web pages an 
integration is required to make this process possible. 

Whatever the use case, the mobile application will always 
communicate with an authentication server belonging to the 
customer. In this way, any company can obtain total control over 
who accesses the property of the company itself and can revoke 
the authorization at any time, through the authentication server.



DK Identity
How it works

User authenticates into
DK Identity application on its 
own mobile phone and then 
scans QR-Code on the screen.

The application/website requires 
user’s authentication to the server, 
using the credentials stored into
DK Identity.

The server authorizes 
the access on the 

website to the user of 
DK Identity application, 

using the given 
credentials.

User successfully login 
into the app/web. 

DK Identity is ready
to scan another 
QR-Code.

The first step to DK Identity is to 
signup as user, this will allow to 
recognize the user and the device, 
coupling the 2 together.

This process can include 
personalized corporate procedure 
to authenticate and verify the user 
or can be an automated dual factor 
authentication.

During the signup process the user 
will also be paired with its biometric 
authentication.

The result of this process is the 
tight connection between the user 
and the device, creating a digital 
pair between the 2 using dual 
factor authentication and biometric 
signature.



DK Identity
Features

Authentication

• Signup:
1. Dual factor authentication fast and secure;
2. Biometric pairing: strong pairing between user and device;
3. Corporate process (optional).

• Login: 
1. Fast login
2. Manual login (username + password);
3. Biometric login (face-id or fingerprint).

Credentials

• Storing of encrypted credentials.
• Credentials management:

1. Add
2. Edit
3. Delete

QR-Code

• Easy to implement in applications and Web pages;
• Possibility to enable mandatory biometric login;
• Possibility to enable geofencing for login;
• Possibility to receive the picture of the person logging in.

Security

• Use of complex password and policy;
• Secure (RSA 4096 bit, AES-256, SHA-384);
• Manage of credentials (password manager).



DK Identity
Installation

• DK Identity application can be downloaded from Apple Store and 
Google Play Store;

• QR-Code is implemented on the website trough proprietary 
libraries;

• Each QR-Code can be customized. A configuration tool contains 
the setup of QR-Code;

• User guide is available after the download.



DK Identity
Architecture

User’s credentials are stored 
only on user’s device.

Browser and server messages are 
HTTP POST with encrypted payload.

Server verifies the 
unique matching 

between scanned      
QR-Code and user.

Login fields on website are 
filled with user credentials. 
Password respects security 
level of the website where the 
user is trying to login.

Credentials are 
always encrypted.

Credentials can be 
managed only by 
credentials owner.



DK Identity
Use cases

With the increase in “remote working”, the need to log in protected and secure 
has become a fundamental factor for all companies that today devote more 
and more attention to the issue of security. Access credentials to company 

systems are today one of the main information at risk of being stolen.

Healthcare

Protecting the access of hospital 
staff to the information systems 
of their hospital is essential for 
the treatment of health data 
relating to patients, such as 
medical records, anamnesis, 
therapies. All highly sensitive 
data are subject to strict 
regulations for their retention 
and integrity.

Enterprise

Large companies need to 
control thousands of accesses 
by their employees, often in 
different countries and remotely. 
Knowing that each employee 
has an application at his 
disposal that can make his login 
secure, is an additional element 
of security for the company.

E-commerce

The management of an 
e-commerce has long been 
a critical success factor for a 
company. Hacker attacks follow 
one another with increasing 
frequency and keeping all the 
access credentials to the back-
end systems safe is essential, to 
avoid access by unauthorized 
persons. 
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